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Abstract: Using of mathematical and physical modelling method for solving a problem 

connected with use of plain bearings instead of rolling bearings in construction machinery 
working in vibrodynamical mode. 

 
Vibration machines and equipment (VME) of various purposes - vibratory 

compactors, vibrocribbles, vibrohammers, concrete forming vibratory plate compactors and 
other - are now used in construction of traffic facilities. 

Inspections of vibratory plate compactors carried out at concrete product plants in 
Moscow and Moscow region by Construction Machinery Department of the Moscow State 
Municipal Engineering and Construction Academy have shown that the most typical failure 
for them is breakdown of vibration generator supports in which rolling bearings are used. 

The following condemnation criteria have been detected for the broken bearings: 
retainer breakdown; abrasive wear of rolling surfaces; fatigue wear of rolling surfaces; 
peening and fretting - wear of working surfaces; overheating of seating surfaces; breakdown 
of guide protrusions of rolling elements. 

Type of changes in technical state of the bearings and their reliability depend on 
correctness of selection of vibration generator design at the design stage and on lubricants and 
the sealing system at the operation stage. 

A rolling bearing, which is used in vibratory plate compactors currently, is a quite 
rigid and inertial system that cannot quickly (with frequency of 30 Hz, the contact time is 
only 0.03 seconds) respond to change in external conditions. We consider that the most cost-
effective solution is replacement of the rolling bearing by less inertial plain bearing. The plain 
bearing, with correct constructional design and rational choice of the lubricant, allows to 
create a low-inertia system that quickly responses to change in external load. But in order to 
formulate requirements to such system and to assess preliminarily possibilities of realizing 
these requirements, it is necessary to resort to the mathematical and physical modelling 
method. 

It is this kind of modelling that allows to develop in the beginning a complete enough 
graphic model, decomposition of which allows to analyze the main processes that will show 
themselves during operation of the plain bearing in vibration conditions.  
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Figure 1а shows schematically one of the pair of plain bearings seated and fixed on the 
shaft. In a first approximation, six submodels are necessary and sufficient for analyzing the 
researched processes. 

The first submodel is intended for researching force load of the system. The following 
forces influence the plain bearings on the vibratory plate compactor's shaft (according to the 
design assignment): normal load Р, which is presented in the form of a trend, and the 
additional dynamic component of the normal load which arises as a result of vibration. The 
second submodel (Figure 1b) is a submodel of frictional heating of the shaft's and shell's 
contact surfaces. 

The third submodel (Figure 1c) considers directly the contact surfaces of the friction 
pair elements. During the running-in, actual contact surface area Аr usually increases reducing 
the gap in values between itself and the contour contact surface area Аc. 

The following submodel is rheological (Figure 1d). It allows to determine capabilities 
of the friction pair elements and to respond timely and definitely to the dynamic non-
stationary influence and to damp it. The dynamic influence takes place owing to internal 
friction, both in the lubricant and in materials of the friction pair elements. The model of 
rheological properties of such vibrating friction pair elements is traditionally presented as a 
system of serially connected units including the cylinder piston (simulates viscosity) and the 
spring (simulates rigidity). However such model takes into account only internal friction. It 
can be enough for cases when lubricant film always reliably separates contact surfaces of the 
bearing elements. Inspection of the bearing elements after operation shows that lubricant not 
always reliably separates the friction surfaces consequence of which are microseizures and 
pitting. It is obvious that the modelling cannot be based on the internal friction only, and for 
modelling external friction the typical model changes as follows: instead of series connection 
of the elements it is suggested to use parallel connection. External friction forces are 
proportional to speeds of the masses and are schematized by placing a damper between each 
mass and the stationary base (Figure 1d, right side). 
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Figure 1. Decomposition of graphic model of operational conditions of the plain bearing operating with 

vibrational loading 
 

Defects of surface layers of the friction pair materials (dislocations, microcracks) 
(Figure 1e) determine fatigue of work layer of the friction pair elements. The surface layer 
defects influence rigidity and therefore the own vibration frequency. 

To assess functionality of the friction pair with vibrational loading in a first 
approximation, it is necessary to take into account chemical composition of the friction pair 
elements, macrogeometric and microgeometric parameters, energy loading and interaction 
time which determine external friction conditions. 

As a result of repeated collision, intensive strain hardening of the surface layer 
material occurs which becomes slower after approximately N = 20 number of the collision 
cycles [1]. Under the influence of the repeated impulse loads and frictional heating during the 
collisions, initial structure of the deformed material changes considerably - secondary 
structures and films appear in the contact area. 

At the initial stage of the impact loads, the surface, which has insignificant roughness, 
remains smooth, and the rough surface becomes smooth as a result of the frictional interaction 
and the displacement-forming that leads to formation of a certain optimal roughness. Thus 
thickness of the thin surface layer is several tens of micrometers. 

Cyclic stresses lead to occurrence of fatigue damages both on the surface and at some 
depth. During the incubation period from 103 to 105 cycles, formation of surface and 
subsurface cracks occurs and the ability of the material to hardening is exhausted. The further 
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influence of the impact loads leads to formation of wear particles and their separation (Figure 
1f). 

The suggested generalized graphic model is of a type of developing models and can be 
supplemented with new submodels when our conceptions about the processes at the frictional 
contact with vibrational loading become more precise. 
On the basis of the graphic and hierarchical models, a self-contained mathematical description 
of the process of vibrational influence on the plain bearing is made. 

With the help of calculation means of the mathematical and physical modelling 
applied to various specified operating conditions, scale factors for transition from the model 
to the real bearing are obtained. 

It is necessary to pay attention to the following groups of conditions: 
 The model and the real bearing are made of identical materials; 
 Specified ratio between rigidity of the model and rigidity of the real friction 

pairs; 
 Identical friction power in the frictional contact; 
 The same time scale for the model and for the real bearing. 

Scale factors for transition from the model to the real bearing are calculated in the 
form of dependences for each test mode parameter:  

Рм = Рн*Сг                               (I)
  

Here Р - test mode parameter (for example, frequency, speed, load and so forth); m 
indexes - relate to the model, н indexes - relate to the real bearing; Сг - simplex representing 
the ratio between dimensions complexes of the model and the real bearing. 

In the Engineering Science Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences, on the 
modernized tribological complex IM-58M, the Construction Machinery Department of the 
Moscow State Municipal Engineering and Construction Academy has carried out 
experimental test of tribological pairs working with vibrodynamical loading, with dry and 
boundary friction. With the help of the complex, temperature conditions have been assessed 
and the friction factor and wear have been determined for the tribological pairs bronze+steel 
tested with the vibrational loading up to 30 Hz. 

In supports of the equipment for the building materials industry, plain bearings are 
usually used with a lubricant. Therefore in the area of contact of the tested pairs, lubricating 
grease or liquid lubrication applied drop by drop is used. The tribological pairs are tested until 
temperature in the friction area is stabilized. 

The purpose of the experiment is to determine the tribological contact's parameters in 
plain bearings, taking into account vibrational loading. On this basis, the optimality criterion 
for the plan of the experiment is determined which allows to obtain reliable assessments of 
the contact's parameters with a minimum quantity of the tested friction pairs and within a 
short enough period of time. 

Choice of tribological friction pairs for the plain bearing, which works in conditions of 
vibrational (dynamical) loading, is an uncommon, quite difficult problem [3]. 

Usually experts who develop plain bearings try to create conditions in which a 
hydrodynamical lubricating oil wedge appears in the contact area; this lubricating oil wedge 
separates the contacting surfaces from each other. This ensures a maximum wear resistance of 
the friction unit. However in view of the vibrational loading, such solutions are too hard to 
realize because it is necessity to use sealers ensuring retaining the oil in the contact area. 
Besides, design with the sealers increases the weight of the unit considerably. Ensuring 
required hermeticity of the sealers is a quite difficult separate problem. Therefore it is 
necessary to use the technical solutions, which ensure work of the bearing in conditions of 
boundary friction or which use self-lubricating materials. 
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In the plain bearings working without vibrational loading, bronzes are usually used. 
Bronze is an alloy of copper with tin, lead, aluminium, iron, silicon, phosphorus, beryllium, 
nickel, manganese, arsenic, antimony, zinc (if zinc is not the main alloying component). In 
particular, representative of this class of copper alloys is a tin bronze whose main component 
is tin. Multicomponent BrOF bronze has additional phosphorus component. For example, 
BrOF6.5-0.4 contains 6.5 % of tin, 0.4 % of phosphorus, the rest is copper. Density of such 
copper is 8.8 g/cm3. Coefficient of elasticity - 11.2**104 MPa, hardness - 800 N/mm2; tensile 
strength - 140-250 N/mm2, heat conductivity coefficient λ = 62.8 - 83.7 W/mK. 

Standard motor oil (M-63/14G, GOST 10541-78) and the grease lubricant Litol-24 
have been tested as lubricants for the above-listed friction pairs. The samples were made in 
the form of hollow cylinders with external diameter of 75 mm and internal diameter of 53 
mm, contacting by end faces. 

The researches have been carried out with the friction pair "bronze OF + steel 
38HN3MFA", load of 491 N, rotation frequency of 1000 RPM, vibration frequency of 10, 20, 
and 30 Hz. The friction pairs were lubricated with the grease lubricant Litol-24 and the motor 
oil. Temperature, friction torque, and magnitude of wear of the friction pair's materials were 
measured during the experiment. 

Tribological complex on the basis of the standard friction machine IM-58 has also 
been used for these purposes. This tribological complex was preliminarily modernized by 
installing kinematic vibrator allowing to create vibration frequency on the contact raging from 
0 to 30 Hz, with constant vibrational amplitude of 1 mm [2]. 

It can be seen from the diagrams (Figure 2.3) that the friction factor decreases with 
time, and the higher the vibration frequency is, the lower the friction factor is and the higher 
the temperature on the contact is. At vibration frequency of 10 Hz, the temperature goes 
beyond the allowable limit (120°С). As the temperature is higher than 80°С, selective transfer 
conditions cannot be realized. 

Diagrams presented on Figure 4.5 show dependences of the friction factor and the 
temperature at the 30th minute of the experiment, taking into account the chosen lubricant. 

It can be seen from the diagrams that the friction factor is higher when greasing the 
contact with the motor oil than when greasing it with Litol-24, and also that temperature on 
the contact is lower when greasing with the motor oil than when greasing with Litol-24 that is 
caused most likely by drop-by-drop applying of the motor oil on the contact. 

Thus as a result of the researches, the following have been determined: 
1. Vibration frequency influences the friction factor in a greater degree when 

Litol-24 is used than when motor oil is used. 
2. Friction factor is higher when greasing with motor oil than when greasing with 

Litol-24. Vibration influence is most considerable for the grease lubricant 
Litol-24 at frequency of 20 Hz. 

3. At vibration frequency of 30 Hz, the temperature did not reach the critical 
value (120°С). 
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Figure 2. Dependence of the friction factor f on the time t at various frequencies, with greasing with 

motor oil. 

 
 
Figure 3. Dependence of the temperature Т on the time t at various frequencies, with greasing with 

motor oil. 
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Резюме: Използване на математичен и физичен метод на моделиране за 
решаване на задача свързана с използването на плъзгащи лагери вместо търкалящи в 
машини, работещи във вибродинамичен режим.  
 
 
 
 


